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INTRODUCTION 
Manufacturers (8 ) of wind electri c plants located in Iowa 
and adjacent states produce and market many of the plants sold 
in the United States . Recently, new and improved plants have 
been placed on the market . The manufacturers claim that pub-
lications of former tests and i nvestigations do not present a 
fair picture of the performance tha t can be expected from 
the present day equipment. 
The REA program is bringing central station service to a 
large number of farms . It is also having t he effect of making 
large numbers of rural people desire to receive electric 
service. Undoubtedly a number of farmers desiring electricity 
will be unable to get i t fl'om rural service l i nes and will be 
forced to depend on individual power plants of the wind 
electric or engine driven types . The investigation described 
in this thesis was undertaken to determine: first, t he perform-
ance of one of the present day popular type v4nd electric 
plants; second, the information related to the actual operating 
cost on Iowa farms; t hird, a satisfactory method of predicting 
t he out put to be expected from a given wind electric plant; 
and , fourth , a method of rating plants so t hat a comparison 
between operating performance of r espective plants may be 
possible . 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Wind has long been used as a source of power to propel 
ships, to pump water, and grind grain. The origin or date of 
the invention of t he windmill (the most common machine used to 
extract power from the wind) 1s not known. However, it seems 
to have been first used in Persia about the year 600 A.D. and 
was generally used in Europe during the 12th century (1) . 
The idea of utilizing t he windmill as a source of power 
to operate an electric generator is relatively new. A report 
of the Institute of Agricultural Engineering, University of 
Oxford (l) gives Sir William Thompson (later Lord Kelvin) 
credit for suggesting the idea of wind electric generators 
in a publication dated 1881. The same report refers t o an 
article published in the Scientific American of December 20, 
1890 in which is g1 ven a description of . a hug.e wind-motor of 
a capacity of 12 K.W. installed at Cleveland, Ohio . 
Han has always been conscious of the great amount of 
latent power in the wind. The average man witnessing a 
strong wind uproot trees and demolish buildings is impressed 
by the power of the wind. Kurtz (2) has concluded that a 14 
foot diameter windmill of the conventional type could develop 
a theoretical h.p . of 7. 86 from t he theoretical available h . p . 
of 20. 40 when the wind movement is 30 miles per hour . However , 
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the wind velocity is constantly changing. Graphical records of 
wind velocities indicate that it is not uncommon for the wind 
velocity to range from 5 to 20 or 30 miles per hour in a period 
of a few seconds. Therefore, the power output of any wind 
propelled mechanism is likely to be of a highly variable nature. 
Kurtz (2) uses a theoretical windmill efficiency of 
38-1/2% in calculating the above po\;er output. This figure of 
theoretical effi ci ency of windmills was credited to Dr . J. B. 
Davidson, Head and Professor of Agricultural Engineering at 
Iowa State College. Kurtz (2) sets forth t he solution 
Davidson developed in a seminar paper Vlritten in 1904. 
The development of propellers of aeroplane type for wind 
electric generators has contributed greatly to t he efficiency 
of present day plants. Stalker (3) in an article published 
in the Aeronautical Science J ournal has concluded that the 
theoretical efficiency of this t ype of propeller is of 66-2/3% • 
.Much of pioneering and investigational wor k has been con-
ducted by farmers. Kurtz refers t o t he wor k of Wallace 
Manikowski, a North Dakota farmer who installed a wind electric 
plant in 1911. Manikowski has s ince been active in the devel-
opment of \rlnd electric plants , being associated with several 
Iowa and Minnesota wind electric manufacturers. 
The Albers brothers, farm boys living near Cherokee, Iowa, 
began experimenting with wind electric plants in 1927. About 
1929 they started experimenting rlit h propellers and in 1930 
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were marketing hand whittled propellers, together wi th instruc-
tions for constructing homemade wind electric plants . The woTk 
of t he Albers brothers did much t o popularize lrl.nd electric 
plants. They developed the aeroplane type propeller to a high 
degree of efficiency and in 1935 affiliated themselves with a 
large radio corµorat1on where they have since continued their 
work. 
The report by Kurtz ( 2 ) and by t he I nsti tute of Agri cul-
tural Enginee~ing of Ox.ford (1) issued in 1925 and 1926, 
respectively, are t he first publications giving reliable cost 
and performance data for wind el ectric plants. However, the 
method of estimating energy output for a given wind electric 
plant, as followed by Kur t z (2 ) and ot hers , i s different from 
the method used in this thesi s. Kurtz (2) estimated t he energy 
output of a plant by Cleterm1ning t he amount of energy g enerated 
per mile of wind movement. The total mont hly energy output of 
the plant ~as then estimated on t he basts of total miles of 
wind movement. The method , .s€:d i n this t hesi s outlined in t he 
following pages is based on a deter minati on of t he poner out-
pu t for various ~~nd velocitie s . By vsing data published by 
t he United Stat es Woatller Bureau ( 5 ) a t Des !101.!les t I owa , uhich 
gives t he monthly hou~s durat ion of various wind velocities, 
the energy out put is es t imated . 
The Agri cultural Experiment Station Bulletin (4 ) #297 by 
McKibben and Davidson, published in 1933, contai ned information 
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related to the experience of users of wind electric plants . 
This publication had \Tide circulation and was considered one of 
the few reliable reports on the operation of early type o~ wind 
plants . The present study 1as undertaken in response to a 
demand for infoDmation on plants manufactured at t he present 
time . anufacturers claim that improvements in performance of 
present day plants have oade the above nruned publication 
obsolete. 
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THE INVESTIGATION 
The investigation reported in this thesis may be divided 
into t\Yo parts : f irst , a test of a typical wind el ecti·ic plant 
for output and performance; and , second, a survey of wind 
electric plant s in s rvice to det ermine the satisfaction they 
are giving owners. 
Test of a Typical 11nd Electric Plant 
Objectives 
Keeping in mind the r easons for undertaldng the investi-
gation and the method of attacking the problem, the following 
specific objectives of the study were established : 
a. To determine the electrical characteristics of the 
plant 
b . To determine the r elation between poner output 0£ 
the plant and uind velocity 
c . To determlne the amount of power derived from the 
wind 
d . To determine the energy output of the plant in 
actual service 
e . To observe tho general operating character istics of 
the wind electric plant under test 
-7-
Considerat ion of ~ problem 
Possibly the best method would be to provide t esting 
equipment for a number of different type plants operating in 
various areas of the s tate and arrange to have an experienced. 
observer collect t he desired information. However, such a 
method would prove costly, requiring considerably more funds 
than those available. 
A second method of investigation would be to secure a 
number of plants, representing collectively the different 
types manufactured, and run carefully controlled tes t s . This 
method would again prove costly and _ time consuming . 
The t hird method, t he one used , was to select a medium 
priced plant and make extensive tests to secure information 
that would enable one to determine its operating character-
istics and dependability. 
Selection .and procurement Qf. wind electric Rlant 
Correspondence with manufacturers of wind electric plants 
revealed that several companies would be glad to cooperate in 
the proposed investigation by supplying one or more of t heir 
plants f or test purposes. After due consider a tion a 1200 watt 
Delux, 32 volt, model 327 plant, manufactured by the Wincharger 
Corporation of Sioux City, Iowa, was selected. 
Model 327 of the Winebarger Corporation was one of the 
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medium priced popular models which has been selling in increased . 
numbers in Iowa and the middle west. When making the above 
selection , it was realized that there were several other manu-
f acturers producing plants of a similar quality. Rovrever, 
since only one plant could be tested, it -.· s decided that the 
results of the test of model 327 would eive information from 
which a general picture o.f' thri per.form.ance of wind el ectric 
plants could be drawn. This plant was shipped to Iowa State 
College in November of 1939. 
Inspect ion of ~ electric plant 
The instruction book (6) supplied by t he Wincharger 
Corporation was carefuJ.ly studied. The genera.tor unit was 
dismantled and the construction of the gear case and gears 
noted . 
Since the generator, propeller, and governor were shipped 
in separat e cases , the generator was the only part of' the 
plant that was considered when making t he first inspection for 
determining method of mounting of unit for test purposes. 
Descri ption Q!. plant 
The 1200 watt Delu.x, 32 volt, model 327 supplied by the 
Wincharger Corporation of Sioux City, Iowa (Fig . 1) is driven 
by an 11- 1/4 foot aeroplane type propeller. The power is 
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applied to the generator through a one-step gear assembly having 
a 4 to 1 ratio. The gears are of automotive type, the driving 
gear of fiber composition construction, t he driven gear of steel, 
with 80 and 20 teeth, respectively. They are enclosed 1n a 
cast· steel housing and run in an oil bath. The generator is the 
shunt type having grease sealed bearings that require no oil-
ing. The governor, of special Wincharger design and patent, 
is designed to maintain speeds at a safe charging rate regard-
less of wind velocities. The plant is held in the wind by a 
conventional tail vane. An adjustable stub tower is sup-
plied for mounting the plant on any of t he standard windmill 
towers. The instrument panel contains a meter for indicating 
rate of charge or discharge of batteries, relay for connect-
ing generator to batteries at proper charging voltage, and 
fuses for protecting batteries and genera tor. 
The batteries used with this plant were of 300 ampere-
hour capacity, 16 glass cells, 32 volt lead acid type. 
The load for discharging batteries was three one-hundred 
watt lamps. A relay for controll ing the discharge of t he 
storage batteries ·.as connected in the circuit between the 
battery and lamps . This relay connected the load to the 
battery when the battery reached full charged condition and 
disconnected t he load when the battery was nearly discharged . 
A schematic electrical circuit for the plant and battery is 
illustra ted in Fig. 2. 
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Testing eguipinea.t 
Testing equipment for determining the electrical charac-
teristics of the generator consisted or: 
1. A variable speed (800 to 1750 R.P.M.), three horse power 
electric motor, cr adled so that the power outpUt of the 
motor could be determined 
2. A tachometer to measure the speed of motor and generator 
3. A set of scales calibrated to weigh to t he nearest 0.01 
pound, used to measure the reaction of the motor 
4. Direct current voltmeter and run.meter used to determine the 
output ( watts) of the generator 
5. A resistance load to absorb the energy of the generator 
6 . A set of V-belt pulleys an belt for driving the generator 
7. A watthour meter ~~s u ed in the tes t for determining the 
amount of energy the plant would generate . 
8 . A recording wind veloclty (miles per hour ) meter was used 
to keep a record of wind movement. 
9. An automatic load control relay was installed on the instru-
ment panel to control the r ate of discharge of t he batteries . 
!!.!! to determine electrical characteristics .Qf plant 
It was decided to place the generator in the Agricul tural 
Engineering Laboratory. and operate it under conditions similar 
to that which it would experience when it was mounted on the 
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tower. The generator was connected to the identical circuit 
through which 1 t was to operate when mounted on the windmill 
tower outside the Agricultural Engineer ing Laboratory. To 
accomplish this the conductors f'rom the plant to battery were 
fastened together at the top of' the tower and the generator was 
placed in the plant circuit near the batteries and s\rl.tch panel 
inside the utilities laboratory of the Agricultural Engineering 
Building. 
The generator was fastened rigidly to a temporary wood 
structure . A single V-belt pulley was attached to the gener-
a tor propeller hub and a four step pulley was attached to the 
drive sha£t of the three horse power variable speed electric 
motor . A V-belt was used to transmit the power developed by 
the motor to the generator. The motor was cradled and ~easure­
ments of motor r eaction and speed were taken in order to deter-
mine the horse power it developed . 
The permanent voltmeter and ammeter i nstallation of the 
instrument panel was read . A second s et of instruments 1n the 
circuit near the generator gave readings such as would be re-
corded had they and the generator been mounted on the tower . 
A variable ·r esistance load of lamps and carbon pile rheostat 
was connected to the switchboard terminals. 
A series of three test runs were made. The generated volt-
age as registered at the instrument panel of the switchboard 
was kept at constant predetermined values of 34, 36, and 38 
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volts for the respective runs. The amperes output of the gen-
erator was varied from minimum to maximum for each of the above 
test runs. 
The horse power developed by the motor was calculated for 
various values of output of the generator for each of t he test 
runs. This value of horse power developed was used as t he value 
of power input to the generator. The power output of the plant 
was calculat ed as the product of the switchboard volt age and 
amperes corresponding to t he calculated values of motor power . 
Th~ assumpt~on t hat the power developed by the motor was equal 
to t he power i nput to t he generat or neglects f r1ct1on or slippage 
losses in the V- belt used to drive the generator . It was real-
ized that such an assumption would introduce considerable error 
in the calculations if excessive belt slippage was allowed . 
During the test various values of motor speed in R. P. M. were 
plotted against generator speed in B. P. i . These curves wer e 
all straight lines, indicating that t he belt was not slipping. 
J . Dawson, Jr . in his book,, nBelting and Its Application,"(9 ) 
reports that t he mechanical efficiency of various belt drives, 
when operating under normal conditons similar to those experi-
enced in the above test, varies from 96.3 to 97.8%. Included 
in the above reports were V-belt, cotton rope and leather belt 
drives.. Due to t he high efficiency of belt drives when oper at-
ing under normal condit ons and due to t he difficulty in cradling 
the g~era tor, 1 t was decided to drive t he nera tor as described 
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above. Data were thus collected for the plotting of a series 
of constant voltage curves. These horse power - amperes output 
curves £or the values of output voltage (Table 1, Fig. 3) 34 , 
36, and 38, respectively, provide data that can be used in 
calculating t.he amount of power that the plant actually extract s 
from the wind .. 
Table l 
Relationship Between Switchboard Voltage, 
Amperes, Power Required to Drive Plant, 
and Speed of Propeller IIub R.P. n. 
s\VitchbQard:Switchboard:Horse powersSpeed of 
voltage : current :required to:propeller 
: Cgpetes} :dr!ve p•fn~ :hub frR P M 1r3 - • • • • -~ · "'l9 m Vil. 
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tt : _3_Q_._i_ _ -~ J _____ 2_. 73- - -- : -16o 
38 : 5'. 0 : • 51? : 210 
" : 9. -0 : • ?90 : 220 
" : 12. 7 : 1.110 : 235 
ff : l? . 3 : i.;10 : 260 
ft ; 22 . 5 : 1 . 910 J 280 
II : 25. 6 : 2 . 260 : 315 
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Determination of power delivered to s_witchb~~~ 
The amount of power delivered to t he switchboard vras 
determined by making simult aneous observations cf switchboard 
voltage and charging current. This pot.i·1er .:.nput ros also 
correlated to wind veloc~ty by observing and reeordi~g wind 
velocities at which the plant delivered above values of current 
and voltage. These values 0£ vol tage, current , calculated 
watts and wind velocities are represented by Table 2 and 
curves of Fig . 4. 
Detcrm.inatton Q! th~ ,I?OWe..t, extracted fi:.9.!ll t he ~ 
The data on horse power reqttirad to operate the generator 
as contained in Table 1 and represented by curves in Fig. 3 
are important. These data v;ere used to det,erml ne t he power 
derived from t he wind when the plant was placed in operation 
on the tower. 
The determiri..ation of the anount of power extrac ted from 
the wind was possible since the tests in t he laboratory ~ere 
conducted with tJe generator in the saine circuit as when i t 
was mounted on t he tower; t hat is , t he tra.t,s~lssion line t o the 
tower was a part of the cir~ui t j_n each case . The tower test 
to determine the amount of power extracted from t hG wind was 
-18-
Table 2 
Relationship Bet1'1een Charging Current , Voltage, 
Via t ts Input t o SITT. tchboard, and Wi nd Velocity 
• :Cal.culated : Wind velocity • 
Charging: : watts : corresponding to 
current 2Chargi ng: input to :charging voltage 
gpere§ ivolt§ge :§~tch~ard: and am12ere~ 
• • • • • • 
1 : 34.5 . 34.5 . 12.2 • . 
: : : 
5 . 34.8 . 174.0 : 13.3 • • . . : . • 
10 • 35.0 350.0 : 14.5' • 
: . • • • 
15' : 35.2 • 528.0 15. 8 • 
• • : • • 
20 . 35. 7 • ?14.0 . 17. 5 • • • . : . 
25 . 36.0 • 900. 0 . 19.6 . . • . . • . . • 
30 • 36.5 . 1095. 0 : 22. 0 • . . . : . • 
35.6 : 37. 4 • 133010 • 26.0 • • . • ; • • 
41 . 38.8 . 1590.0 . . 31.0 • . • 
• . : • . 
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also made when the outside temperature was t he same as that at 
which the laboratory tests had been 11ade. 
The determination of the amount or power extracted from 
the wind is possible under conditions as described above , since 
the amount of horse power required to drive t he plant when it 
is in the laboratory is t he same as when it is mounted on the 
tower . The amount of power required to deliver various plant 
output voltages and currents i s known from laboratory condi-
tions (Table 1) . Therefore, if values of voltage and current 
generated by t he plant operating under normal wind conditions 
are compared to corresponding voltage and current conditions 
for the plant as operated under laboratory conditions, the 
horse power required to produce the said laboratory conditions 
is the same as the horse power derived from the wind. 
The procedure to determi ne t he horse power derived was 
as :follows: 
The switchboard voltage, amperes and wind velocity meters 
were r ead simultaneously. The curve of Fig . 3 vthich has a 
value neares t to t hat of the observed voltage was selected . 
The horse power corresponding to t he amperes reading is then the 
amount of power that ·the plant derived from t he wind. Va lues 
for Table 3, "Relationship Between Charging Voltages , Current, 
Horse Power Derived from Wind, and Watts Input to Switchboard," 
were obtained in the above described manner . 
-21-
Table 3 
Relationship Between Charging Voltage , Current, 
Horse Power Derived from Wind, Wind Velocities, 
and Watts Input to Switchboard 
• ; Watts :Wind velocity:Hor se power • 
Charging: : input :eorresponding:derived from 
current :Charging : to . to charging : wind a t wind • 
amperes :vol tage :switch ... : voltage and . veloci ties • 
: _::Qoard . am12eres . indicated . • 
• . . . 
1 • 34.5 . 34.5 . 12.2 : .35 • . • 
• . : • . . • 
5 • 34.8 • 174.0 . 13.3 : .48 • • . 
: . . • . . • 
10 • 35.0 . 350.0 . 14.5 . . 85 ~ • • • 
• • : : • • 
15' : 35.2 : 528.0 i 15. 8 . 1 .20 • 
• • . • • • . • 
20 . 35.? . 714.0 . 17.5 • 1.60 • • . • 
• . . . • • . ' 
25 36.0 t 900 ... 0 • 19.6 • 2.00 . .. 
• . . : • . • 
30 : 36.5 :1095.0 : 22.0 • 2,. 55 • . . • • . .
35. 7 . 37.6 :1342.0 . 26.0 . • • . 
• • . ., • • 
41. 0 : 38.9 :1595.0 1 31.0 • . . : . • • . • 
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Determination of energy output .Q! plant in actual servic! 
I 
The energy output of the plant was determined by the use 
of' a watthour meter connected into the circuit at the switch-
board. Daily readings were taken throughout a majority of the 
test period. The direction of the wind and time of day for the 
reading was also recorded for a portion of the test period. 
The instantaneous wind velocities were also obtained by a 
recording wind velocity meter. These data were used later in 
this thesis as a basis ror developing a method of estimating 
the output of the wind electric plant. 
The date, time of day, and numerical value of the watt-
hour readings are recorded in Table 4. 
Automatic operation of plant 
The plant \7as set up so that it required little or no 
attention. It was allowed to operate at full capacity under 
all weather conditions for the full 117-day period of t he 
test. A relay was installed in the battery output circuit 
and adjusted to connect a three hundred watt lamp load to t he 
battery output terminal when the voltage of the batteries 
reach~ a maximum value. The same relay disconnected the 
lamps from the battery when the battery reached its normal 
discharged condition. Therefore, the plant required little or 
- 23-
Table 4 
Kilowa tt Hour Output Data for the Test Run of 
\ ·1nchargor ·odel 32? 
Period , July 1? to Novenber 11, 1940 
. Time :Reading of: Kilovmtt : . 
Dat e : readings : kilowatt : hours . \ .. ind • 
- :Tiere taken:hour meter:generated: C.irection . . . • . . . . 
July 17 : 9 : 50 A. T,{ . : 2538 . 5 . . s . . 
tt 19 : 8 :25 II : 2548 . o . . s . . 
" 20 : 8 : 20 " : 2549 . 4 : . s . II 22 : 8 :45 " . 2550 . 0 . . s . . . It 27 : 12 : 00 1foon: 2560. 0 . . . . 
ti 29 :10 :00 A. f . : 2566 . 0 . . s • . 
II 31 :10:00 II . 2566 . 5 : . . . 
Period . . 
total . . . 24. 0 . 
2; 2:15'P. I: . ; 
. • 
Aug. 2568.o 
II 3 : 8 : 30 A.U. : 2568 . 3 . . S. E • . • 
" 5 :11: 05 A. H. : 2569 . 4 . • n.s • . .
" 6 :11 : 05 " . 2571 . 4 . . N . . . 
" 7 :11:05 It . 2571 . 6 . • u.w • . . . 
" 8 :11: 05 II • 2571 . 6 . . N.W • • . . 
" 9 :11 : 05 " . 2571 . 6 . . s.w • . . . 
" 10 :11:05 ti • 2571. 9 . • S.E. . . • 
ti 12 :11: 05 tt . 2574 . 0 . . S. E • . . • 
II 13 :11:15 " . 2574 . 5 . . S . H • . . . 
ff 14 :11:05 n . 2574 . 6 . . s .. i1 • . . . 
" 15 :11:15 II . 2574 . 7 . . s . . . 
" 16 :11 :15 " . 2575. 0 . . s.w • . . . 
" l? :11:15 II . 2575. 3 . . s.w .. . . 
" 19 :11:15 " . 2585. 1 . • N.W •. . . 
" 20 :11:15 II . 2586 . 5 . . N. E • . . • 
II 21 : 11:15 11 . . : . . 
II 22 :11:15 II . 25sr . 9 . . s.w .. . • 
tt 23 :11:45 II . 25P9.2 . . s .w .. • . 
ff 24 :10:55 " . 2591 . 0 . . s . . • 
" 26 :10: 00 II . 2593 . 7 . : ~l - S . E • . . 
" 27 :11 : 30 II . 2593 . 7 . . l' . VI • . . . 
" 29 :10:00 II • 2594 . 0 . . ;1. w • . . . ti 30 :11:30 ti . 2595. 5 . : ~- . V7 • . . 
II 31 :10:00 II . 2596. 0 . . • . . 
Feriod . . . . . . . . 
total . . . 29 . 5 . . . . . 
: : . . . . 
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Table 4 ( cont . ) 
Ti me :Reading of :Kilowatt 
Date . readings . kilov1att . hours . \'iind . . • . 
: v1ere taken:hour ~eter: gencrat~d :direct~on . . . . . . . • 
Sept . 3 : 11 : 00 11. . H. : 2597.3 . . . . 
II 4: 9:50 " 2597 . ~ • .II 6: 8 :45 " 2597. II 10: 8 :30 II . 2605. 8 . • . 
" 11:11:20 II . 2611 . 1 . ff 12:11 :30 " . 2612. 1 . . • . . 
" li:ll:35 " : 2612 . 4 . . ti l: 3:30 P . ". : 2613 . 1 
ff 17:10:45 A. U. : 2613. 8 
ti 21:10 :45 " . 2622 . 8 : • 
" 24: 4 :00P . ~ . : 2631. 1 . . 
" 25: 1:00 " 2633 . 9 . . . . 
" 26: 1:00 " . 2634.1 . . • . . tt 30: 9:30 A • .J .: 2635. 5 • .
Period : 
total . • 32·2 . . . • 
Oct . 1: 9 :30 A. H.: 2636 . 5 . • . . 
n 7: 8 :00 II 2651 . 6 . N. \'1 • . 
II 8: 9 : 00 " . 2654. 0 . N • . 
1t 10: 8 :50 II : 2654. 8 . . 
11 11: 8 :30 II 2654 . 8 • .
Sub . . • . • • . • 
total . 19. 3 : . 
Oct . 12: 8 :20 n 2655. 5 • .
If 19 : 9:25 n . 2671 . 6 . • • • • 
" 21: 8:45 " 2675.3 . . II 24: 8 :45 II : 2680. 7 
II 28 : 9 :15 II • 2685. 2 . . . 
II 31: 9 : 00 If : 2691 . 2 : 
Per i od . : . 
total : • 22sZ : .
Nov . 2:10:10 A.U.: 2694. ; . • 
" 3: 4 : 00 P . • 2698 . 5 . . . • 
II 4: 8 :45 t, . II.: 2700. 5 
u 11: 8 : 00 " . 2724. 3 . Period : 
total 23 .1 . . 
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attention other than t he reading of tes t meters and recording 
of data. 
Results of t he Test 
Mechanical ~ electrical characteristics of plant 
Power required SQ operate plan,!!. The power raqu!red to 
drive the plant a.s determ.tned by the laboratory test -rnz-icd 
from 0. 25 h.p. to approxi~ately 3 h. p~ when oporat1ng in wind 
velocities of' 12 and 24 J'l~.les per hour, respectively.. '.l•he 
above po~er readings were deterr.linod when tho plant \Tcls oper-
a ting under normal condition. The Rvr.l tchboa.r<\ voltage ~1aried 
f rom 34.5 t o 36.5 volts f or t he above operat ing range. The 
power input t o t he mtltchhoard var~ro from 0 t.o 1230 watts. 
Propelle r speed characteristic~. The combinoo. use of 
Fig . 5 and Fig. 4, "'Relationships Beti.veen GenE:irator ou t put 
Amperes - Propeller Ilub Speed R. P. M. " and "Cho.racter stic 
Operating Curves of Wincharger PJ ar1t .Model 327," enables re-
lationships to be: determined between t he propeller speed of 
the plant, t he ':latts out put uf the pl&nt, the \71nd velocity, 
and t he h . p . derived from t11e \ ·nd. Curves of Fig. 5 were 
plotted f rom data taken from T:-.bla 1. The pr opeller hub speed 
val ues of Table 1 were obtained when Mking laboratory test of 
plant performance . These relationships are obtained as 
followsi for example, from Fig . 4 the switchboard voltage is 
Fig. 5. Relationship net een Generator t ut Amps 
and Propelle r ":ub Speed 
t 
I\) 
°' I 
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36 volts when t he plant delivers 25 amperes operating in 19. 6 
miles per hour wind velocity. From Fig . 5 the propeller speed 
hub is 305 R.P.M. when the plant is delivering 25 amperes at 36 
volts. The plant will thus deliver 25 amperes to the switch-
board at 36 volts 1n wind velocities of 19.6 miles per hour with 
the propeller turning over at 305 revolutions per minute . The 
horse power derived from the wind for the corresponding wind 
velocities is taken from Table 3 of this thesis. The watts 
input to t he switchboard is calculated as the product of the 
respective voltages and amperes inputs recorded . In a similar 
manner relationships between plant operation and propeller 
speed were determinod over t he normal operating range of the 
. plant. The values for these relationships are tabulated in 
Table 5 and illustrated by curves of Fig. 6. 
The speed of the propeller varies 190 to 380 R. P.M. over 
its normal operating range. The £act that curve 3, "wind 
velocity propeller speed, 0 of Fig. 6 is almost a straight line 
indicates that increase in propeller speed is nearly propor-
tional to increase in wind velocities. This also indicates t hat 
the governor is . operating only sl i ghtly over the wi nd velocity 
range of 12 t o 24 miles per hour. It was evidently set to come 
into action at higher wind velocities, operating to prevent 
excessive propeller speeds. 
Theoretically, the horse power derived from the wind 
should increase proportional ly to the cube of t he increase in 
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wind velocity. That is, theoretically doubling the wind velocity 
should result in an increaee in the horse pc ,cr derived from the 
wind to eight times that origina.lly deri ved. A study of cu..rve 
1 of Fig .• 6 indicates that t ho· plant does not respond to increases 
in wind velocity in accordance ~rl.th above theoretical calcula-
tions. Doubling rlnd velocities resulb:i i n incraases of six to 
seven times t he horse power originally derived from the wind . 
Curve 2 of Fig. 6,"horse powor input to switchboard -
propeller speed,u l?e.s also plotted. The difference in values 
between this curve and curve l, 0 horse po-r1er derived from the 
wind - propeller speed ~ " of Fig. 6 r~prcsents the respective 
power losses for various operating cpeeds of the plant. 
Table i:: ,; 
Relationship Between Plant 
Operation and Propeller Speed 
Propeller: • • • h .p. : . • • 
hult : :Switch-: :input to: h .p. 
speeil :Charging: board . Wind . sw1.tch- =derived . . 
Rt!ill! . S!J!:QS. • volt§ : vel.oci ty 2 board :from wind • • . • : • . 
198 • 5 . 34.8 : 13.4 .23 • . 48 • • • . . • • . • 
216 • 10 . 35.0 . 14.6 .47 . .85 • • • • 
I . . . . • . . • 
234 : 15 • 35.2 • 16.0 • .?1 • 1.20 • • • • 
• • : . • • . . .
260 • 20 • 35.7 . 17.5 .95 • 1.60 • • • • 
• : . • • • . • • 
305 • 25 . 36.0 : 19.6 : 1.20 • 2.00 . • • 
: • : . • • • • 
360 ; 30 • 36.5 : 22.0 • 1.46 • 2.55 • . • . • . . • • . • 
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Plant efficiency. Relationships between the power derived 
from the wind, the power output at t he terminals of the gener-
ator and power input to the switchboard were determined. for the 
Winebarger model #327. These values are presented in Table 6 
and illustrated by curves of Fig . 7. The relationships be-
tween switchboard input (watts), wind velocity, power derived 
from the wind, and switchboard voltage and amperes as used in 
Table 6 are given in Table 3 of this thesis. The val ues or 
total watts loss in the transmission line as presented in 
Teble 6 were determined by adding the heat loss of the copper 
transmission line to t he values of watts delivered. to the 
switchboard. During laboratory tests, data had been taken 
over the operating range of t he generator to determine simul-
taneous voltage values at the switchboard and at the generator 
t erminals. The resistance of the transrdssion line was then 
determined by the fall in potent i al method. 
The transmission line loss for various operating currents 
was calculated as the product of the square of the respective 
currents flowing in the line and the resistance of t he trans-
mission line. 
The watt output at t he generator for a given wind 
velocity was then determined as t he sum of the watt loss in 
-31-
transmission line and t he watt i nput to t he switchboard. 
Curve 1 of Fig. 7 i l lustrates t he comparative effici ency 
of the generator as it operates under various wind veloci ties. 
The values for this curve as given in Table 6 were calculated 
as t he respective:mtios between t he output of t he generator 
as calculated at t he generator terminal s on t he tower and the 
power de~ived from t he wind expressed as watts. The plant 
effici ency curve number 2 was calculated a s above, except the 
effici ency was t he ratio of watts del ivered to switchboard 
to watts derived from t he wind. The pl.ant \1&.S consi dered as 
that electri cal and mechanical equipment required t o deliver 
power to tha output terminal of t he switchboard or i nput 
terminals 0£ the battery. 
"The per cent of line loss - wind velocity curve" of 
Fig. 7 is t he ratio between the respective watts losses in 
the transmission line to t he calculated output of the 
generator. 
A study of plant effi ciency should consider the plant 
operation as a complete unit and also t he di f ferent parts of 
the plant, such as propeller, generat or, transmi ssi on system, 
and battery operating as separate units. 
Table 6 
Propeller Opera ting Character i stics 
: Amps. : Watts : Watts :Watts . :Effi- . • • • • 
: out put:delivered: loss : out put :Power :c iency: Effi- . : \71nd . 
Switch-: of . to :trans- • at sderived • of :ci eneyi % :velocity . . . 
board : gener-: switch- :mission:gener-:from wind:gener-: of : 11ne: m1les per 
voJ:tage: a tor . bo~d : 11ae a tor : as watts . at oi: : :Qlanl;: loss: hQur . . 
: . . . . : • • • . 
34.5 . l 34.5 0.2 34.? : 187 : 18.5 • 18.3 .6: 12.2 . . . • : . • . . . . • • . • • . 
34.8 . 5 . 174.0 5. 0 . 179 .. 0: 358 : 50.0 . 48 .7 • 2.8: 13.3 . • • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . .
35.0 10 . 350.0 1'7.0 36?. 0: 635 • 57.8 : 55.0 4. 6 : 14.5 . . 
: : . : : . . . . • • . . . 
35. 2 15 528. 0 38.0 : 566.o: 895 . 63.2 . 59. 0 . 6.7= 15.8 . . . I • : . . : . w • • . . 
35. 7 • 20 714. 0 • 68.o . 782 . 0= 1192 65.5 f 60.0 8 .• ?: 1?.5 I\) . . . I . . . . . . • . . . 
36.0 : 25 900.0 . io6.o :1006. 0: 1492 . 67.3 . 61.0 :10. 0: 19. 6 . . • . : • . . : . : . . . . . . • 
36.5 30 . 1095.0 . 153. 0 :1248 . 0: 1900 . 65 .8 58 .o :13.3: 22 . 0 . . . . . . : . . . • . . . 
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A s tudy o! curve 1 of Fig. 9 r eveals that the propeller ot 
the plant \as developing 68.5% of the t heoretical possible 
propeller po er a t a wind velocity o! 16 miles per hour . A 
study of curve 1 of Fig. 7 indica tes ~iat the generator develops 
its maximum effic1eney of 6?.3% at a wind velocity of 19.6 miles 
per hour. This shows correlation betv.'een propeller and gener-
ator design. It further indicates that this plant will have a 
much higher energy output in monthz having r elatively high 
wind velocities. 
Transaj.ssion ~ loss. Curve 3 of F'ig . ? shows the per 
cent losses 1n the transmission line between t he generator and 
batteries, this loss varying from o.6 to 13.3 per cent for 
generator output charging currents of 1 to 30 amperes, respect-
ivel y. These results emphasize the need for purchasing t rans-
mission conductors of adequate size ; also , the need of making 
good connect ions in order to avoid loss of energy in joints or 
splices . The resistance of t he transmission linet as calculated, 
wa s found t o equal approxi mately 0. 17 ohms . The t ransmission 
c onductor between t he to .1er and plant were composed of approxi-
mately 325 feet of #6 stranded copper conductor having a resist-
ance of 0 . 13 ohms at 20°C. The addi tional 0.04 ohms resistance 
( tranS!!liss1on line resistance) was undoubtedly present in 
splices , nliding contacts connecting t he generator to tha trans-
mi ssion line , and contact point s of t he voltage r elays of the 
instrument panel . The use of #4 conductors would have reduced 
-35-
the transmission Line losses to approximately 40% of the losses 
actually sustained or to 0.4 to 8% ot the generator output for 
the charging currents or 1 to 30 amperes, respectively. 
Battery efficien2l· No attempt was made to determine the 
efficiency of the battery. A study of the literature reveals 
that the efficiency of the battery can be expected to vary 
widely. McKibben and Davidson (4) use a figure of 6Q%. 
Hawthorn (7) in a study of wind electric piant operation found 
battery efficiencies as high as 94%. This exceptional ly 
high efficiency reported by Hawthorn was undoubtedly due to 
the fact that much of t he output of the generator was utilized 
directly by the equipment as the battery floated on the line 
in a t'ull charged condition. He reported eff iciencies of 83~ 
for normal plant operation. Present battery efficiencies can 
be expected to be somewhat higher than that reported by 
YcKibbenm.d Davidson, as batteries have been improved and more 
equipment is used, keeping t he batteries in a more active s tate. 
A figure of ?5% \Yill be assumed in calculations made in this 
thesis. 
Determination of the relation between po\1er output of plant 
and ~ velocitz 
The power input to t he switchboard of the plant varied 
from 34.5 watts at vrind velocities of 12.2 miles per hour to 
1590 watts at wind velocities of 31 miles per hour. Full 
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values of watts input to t he switchboard are given in Table 2 
and illustrated by curve No. 3 of Fig. 4. 
The generator of t he Wincharger plant No . 327 delivered 
its full rating of 1200 watts at t he switchboard at wind 
velocities of approximately 23 . 5 miles per hour. 
Determination of the amount of power t he wind electric plant 
derives from the wind !!..!! compared to t he theoretical available 
wind power ~ theoretical propeller powet 
Power derived !t.Q.m ~. The method used in this thesis 
for determining the amount of power derived from the wind is 
described in t he section on °Determinat1on of power extracted 
from the wind" under t he in heading of "Test of a Typical 
Vl1nd Electric Plant . 11 
The energy ~derived from the wind varied from n35 '1 . p . at 
wind velocities of 12.2 miles per hour wit~ a switchboard 
input of 34.5 watts to 2. 55 h . p . at wind velocities of 22 
miles per hour with a switchboard input of 1095 watts. A 
tabulation of t he values of horse power derived by the wind 
electric plant No. 327 foriarious wind velocities is given 
in Table No. 3 and illustrated by curve 3 of Fig . 8. 
Theoretical wind power . The effective energy of wind 
is due to t he fact t hat i t is a body in motion. Therefore i ts 
theoretical energy can be calculated by t he familiar law of 
kinetic energy 1/2 E v2-, where Wis the weight of the air in 
g 
pounds , g t he acceleration of gr avity (32 . 2 feet per second), 
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and V the velocity of the air in feet per second . 
The weight of a cubic foot of air is given as . 076 pounds 
when the temperature is 20°C or 62°F and t he atmospheric pres-
sure 1s 760 m. m. of mercury (sea level pressure) . At temper-
atures below 20°C, 62°F , the output of the plant will be in-
creased . At temperatures of 32°F the theoretical output will 
be increased approximately 6% of that at 62°F , and a t 0°F the 
output will be approximately l~ greater than at 62°F . This 
increase in output is due to increased density of air as 
temperatures are lowered . The total weight of the air passing 
through the propeller area is then .076 x 12D2 x V, when D is 
4 
the diameter of the propeller expressed in feet . 
The expression for the kinetic energy in foot pounds then 
is: 
kinetic energy = ....! ( . 0?6 x mt x V) x v2 
2g 4 
= .r~:11D2 x VS 
Expression fQ!. theoretical horse power* . To change the 
above kinetic energy expression to theoretical available h . p. 
the expression must be divided by 550, as tha t figure repre-
sents the number of foot pounds of work done per second when 
power developed is one h. p. 
h P - . 076 (vD
2 ) x v3 -
• • - (BF°') -;~o 
. 000001663D2V3 
(!~(~) 
*Similar calculations were made by Kurtz (2) 
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Expression for theoreti cal wind power i!h.P~ for ~ 
electric plant, 'Where wind power (h. p .) ::: .000005247D2w3 , where 
S>'-; 
W is t he wind velocity 111 miles per hour . Table ? and curve 1 
of Fig . 8 show graphically t he results of applyi~ the above 
expression for t heoret i cal wind power t o an 11-foot 3- inch 
propeller (the size used in this investigation) over wind 
velocity r ange of zero to t hirty miles per hour. 
Table 7 
Wind Velocity - Theoretical 
Availa ble Horse Power 
Wind velocity in :Theoretical available 
miles per hour : hor se power 
• . 
0 . .ooo . 
2 . . 005 • 
4 . . 042 . 
6 .143 
8 . .340 . 
10 s . 663 
12 • 1 .145 . 
14 . 1. 822 . 
16 . 2 . 720 • 
18 . 3. 860 . 
20 • 5. 30 • 
22 • 7.06 .
24 9. 18 
26 s 11 . 62 
28 . 14. 58 . 
30 • 17. 90 • 
• • 
Theoretical 12r0Reller 12ower. Kurtz{2) has quoted 
Davidson as cora~uting the theoretical efficiency of ordinary 
windmill wheels at 38-1/2% of the t heoretical wind power . 
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However, new propellers of t he aeroplane t ype are more eff icient 
t han ordinary Vlind wheels. Stalker (3) publi shed an article, 
"Extraction of Energy f rom Wind," in t he Aeronau t i cal Science 
of J uly 1935 in whi ch he concluded tha t t he theoretical eff i-
ciency of propell er type wind wheels is 66-2/3% of t he theoreti-
cal wind power. Curve 2 of Fig. 8 is pl otted t o represent the 
theoretical propeller power for t he Wincharger Cor poration, 
model 327, 1200 watt Delux, 32 volt plant. 
Curves of Fig. 8 ill ustrate graphical ly how t he amount 
of power derived from the wind compares l'lith t heoretical wind 
power and theoretical (propeller) power. 
Table 8 and Fig. 9 further i l lustrate t he comparison 
between theoretical wind power, theoretical (propell er) 
power, and actual power derived from t he wind. Curves l and 
2, Fig. 9, are of consi derable importance, sin~ they also 
show how t he overall eff ici ency of t he plant varies with the 
velocity of t he wind. Apparently t he plant i s most efficient 
at wind velocities approximately 16 miles per hour . 
The theore tical eff iciency of propell ers as derived by 
Stal ker (3) assumes that t he propeller i s operating u:rler the 
ideal condittJns of no air turbulence, a condi tion rarely, 1f 
ever, encountered under actual operating conditions . 
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(D "1l1eor lZi" tcal wi1 id p::>wet · 
\6 
@ Th~oret1co( pruµeller powe.r(l.xi~on<a0~00E) 
@ Propel !er powe.t- derived from wind 
4 
2 
0 b 12. \6 20 2-t. 
W l D Vt:LOC1TY (M.P.\i) 
Fig . 8 . Relationships Between Theoret i cal 
7ind Poner1 Theoretical Propel ler Power ard Power Derived from Wind 
• .
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Table 8 
Comparison Between Theoretical Wind Power, 
Theoretical Propeller Power and Actual 
Power Derived from the Wind, 
Expressed as Horse Power 
. . • :% of theoret-. • . 
:Theoret-: TheoretM : · Power: % of theoret-:ical propeller 
Wind : ical • ical :derived: ical wind ·• power . . 
veloc-: wind =propeller: from • power actu- • actually . .
j. ties • :novrer . :12ower . wind :a.Il;ydevelo:ned: develoRed . • . 
: . . . • . . . • 
13 1 . 50 • 1. 00 . . 45 . 30. 0 . 45. 0 • . • • 
14 . 1. 85 . 1.15 t .70 . 37 .. 8 • 61. :) • • . • 
15 . 2 . 30 • 1 . 50 . .• 9~ : 41. 2 • 6~ . 3 . • . . 
16 . 2. 75 . 1. 75 . 1 . 20 . 43 .6 . 6 . 5 • . ~ . . . 
l? : 3. 35 • ·~ . 15 . 1 . 43 42 ; 7 • 66. 6 • . • 
18 : 3 . 90 2 . ;'0 ; 1. 65 . 42 . 3 . : 66.0 . 
19 : 4 . 60 • 3. 00 • 1 . 90 41 .~ • 63. 3 . • . 
20 : 5. 30 . 3. 50 . 2 . 10 • 39. • 60. 0 . • • • 
21 . 6. 20 4. 15 • 2. 40 37. 0 • 55.4 . • • 
22 : 7 . 00 : 4 . 70 . 2. 55 . 36.4 . 54 . 2 • . . 
23 • 8.oo : 5. 50 • 2 . 90 . 36.3 : 53.? • . • . : . . . . • • . ___ _._.. __ 
Determination 91. ~ energ;y output of !£2 plant in actual 
service 
A record of the energy output of the Wincharger plant , 
model 327, was obtained by the use of a watthour meter con-
nected in the output circuit of the generator at t he switch-
board as described in The Inves tigation , "Determination of the 
energy output of the plant in actual service. 11 
The plant was placed in operation July 17, 1940 and r7as taken 
out of t est November 11, 1940. It operated bt full capacity 
during this 117-day period . The operation of t he plant was 
100 
9C 
00 
7 0 
~ 
1)~ 
-.;:..... 
c.)o 
>-u 
z so 
uJ -u 4C 
ti.. 
' ....... ~ 30 
20 
10 
~1"Cent- of -theonzhc.a\ propeller · p.::NVer ac:.+uo\ ly d e veloped 
b1:J prope\ ler of -\-e~t- p la1 ii: I 
P e rce1 rl· o-f -theon~i-ico\ wind power o c.+ual ly deve\o ped 
I ', by proi::;oe\ ler crf -t-~5T p\on-t: ' 
l I I I 1 
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Fig . 9. Com arison Between Thoorotical Wind , Theoretical 
Propelle~ Po er and Actual Powor Derived from Wind 
!u 
I 
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fully automatic as described in a tormer section of this thesis . 
A total of 1?1. 8 kilor:utt hours of electrical energy re gener-
a ted . The output ln\S divided as follois : 24 KWH during last 
15 days of July, 29. 5 KV.II dur1n£-, August , 39. 5 K\.U during Septem-
ber , 55'. 7 K\r dur ing Octobe:r; aud 23 . 1 K'Wrl for the .first 11 days 
of llovember . The outputs for t he above indicated periods arc 
shoVIIl graphically in Fig . 10 . 
A study of Table 4 , u Kilowatt output r.ata for the Test 
Run of Wincharger model 327,u reveals that August 1940 had 
three days, September and October one day each, in ....mich no 
energy was produced . The record f'urthcr reveals that August 
had 13 days, Scptenber 4 , and October 2 days in which less than 
one kilouatt hour of energy Tins produced. There is also a 
possibility t hat there were more than the above indicated days 
of calm or low charging rates, since the output of the plant 
uas not recorded for every day of the period indicated . The 
months of July and August are periods of low mnd r.iovements 
during \ihich energy must be conserved . 
Observations concerning ~ g_aneral operating characteri stics 
of the .nlant 
No ~echanical or electrical trouble \?as experienced 
during the 117-day test period . The plant was oper ated in 
extreme \rlnd velocities of 40 or more miles per hour . The 
only difficulty noted under these extreme wind velocity con-
ditions was that t he governor did not seem to operate as 
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Fig. 10. Kilowatt llour output of 1200 att , 32 Volt 
·1ncharger Plant fodol 327 for Test Period 
July 17 to lovember 11, 1940 
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satisfactorily as during lower wind movements . The tail vane 
threw the propeller in and out of t he wind . 1tanufacturers 
of this plant claim that a larger governor i s now used on 
model 327 and that no difficulty is exper.ienced . 
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...i.. A SURVEY OF WIND ELECTRIC PLANTS IN USE 
Purpose of Survey 
It was decided that consi derable data concerning the first 
cost of plant, repair and replacement costs , battery l ife , 
equipment and lights used, and the other information regarding 
plants might be obtained if sufficient and representative 
replies could be secured from a questionnaire mailed to owners 
and users of wind electric plants . 
Procedure 
Two sets of questionnaires, Fig . 11, were sent. The firs t 
set vras sent September 16, 1939, t o a list of 99 users that 
had filled in a simi lar questionnaire in 1933 for UcKibben and 
Davidson (4). Seventeen replies or 17 . 2~ response was re-
ceived from this questionnaire . 
Since the above replies were from those that had been 
operating older types of plants , it was decided to send out 
another set of questionnaires . On March 29, 1940, 326 additional 
questionnaires were mailed to users of later types of \'find 
electric plants . This list of names had been supplied by manu-
facturers of plants located in Iowa and ~innesota but t he 
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A. E.-306. 
DATA ON WIND ELECTRIC PI&"!' ----- --- Ma r ch , 194o. 
1 . lfa.me of u s er Addr ess _________ Co~ty ____ _ 
?. . N:i.me of pl :mt Date of ins to.llf'. ti on , yee>.r ___ ?.!o . ___ _ 
Uumbar of members in family Years. plant used - ------------
3 •• Volt~6e Gen~rato r size ------- watts . j_ 
4 Diruneter of wheel Check numb~r of Propel l er blades ( 2) 
(3) .:1_ (4) z 
5. Tower, height _____ , Tower height above trees or buiJ.dings -------
Dist~ce f::-om batterie s SizP. of conductor s from towe r t o 
ba ttP.ri es ------
6. Ba tt ery, r a ti l'l{; in a::ipere hour ------• 
7. Firs t cost of pl ant $ , Batte::-i e s 
Locati on 
$ -----
$ _____ _ ------ I-Tiri ng of Bui lding 
8, Repair end replace~3nt cos t of - Gener~tor , Propeller , Switch punel 
, t ower , battery , o ther ( oil, 5rease , e tc . ) --T-o-tal __ _ 
9. How m\~ch of these c os ts r esult ed from wind ~e? ____ , ligh tningT _ __ _ 
10 . !!as ba t ter y- been r e:>l a.ced?___ If so , c.t what e.€;c? 
Si ze - origiml b?.t tor y ru:ip . hr . pr osent b<..ttor y ____ UIDJl · hr. 
Is bnttory l a r &o enough? 
11. NULJb l'r of lights in houno , To t :'.l wa tts _____________ _ 
Humber of lights in other buildings , Tot :il \·ro.tts _____ . __ _ 
Numb er of lights in yo.rd , Tot cl wat ts ________ _ 
Aver<'-€,0 number of lif,h t s i n uso duri !"lg eveni?lb , Tot<.'.l \·1att s ____ _ 
12. Equi;?1tent used -- r !'..dio __ , iron __ , t onstor __ , pcrcol c.t or , Vf'Cuum 
s1·1ce:,>c.r __ , r cfri ge r <'..t or __ , wc.f f l c iron , washi ng rL"..chim ___ _ 
soldering iron , deep \·1011 pump , sml low \"tol l or cistern 
pump , t ool gri nder , cr on.m sopl!rc t or , curli l'lf, i r on __ _ 
food mixer , p ortl!blo mot or , other ---------------
13. Size of l a r E;es t mot or used _____ hor sopowor . 
14 . How ~ny times h<'.v e you been without po11Cr duo t c no wind_?_ Lightni~--­
How 1 011(1; cnch time? 
15. Whnt month of the year do you have t he 10:1st po1.,or ? ________ _ 
16. Do you t ak e procn.uti ons t o con serve power duri l1€ l o\! wind peri ods ? ------
17. I f you \!Or e buying a no t her farm el ectri c pl c.nt would it bo gasoline or wind 
pov·or? __________ _ 
18. I f you wore buyil'lb nno thor wind el ectri c pl i.nt wha t s i zo ___ wat taeo , 
1·hc.t volta&c 1·10uld you sel ect? 
19. P-01!1.."..rks: 
Fig. 11. Data on Wind Electr~c Plant (Questionnaire) 
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questionnaire was s ent only to Iowa users and owners. Ninety-
three users or 28% response was received from the second 
questionnai re . 
Analysi s of Questionnaire 
Location of users .\. 
t 
(' ) !.... 
The answers to many of t he questions of life of ba tteries, 
repair and replacement cost , wind and lightning dama ge, lights 
and equipment used , si zes of motors used , months of least 
power, and size of plants most desirable, as i ndicated in this 
t hesis, were taken from the summary of answers to t he quest ion-
na.1 e of Fig . 11 . 
' 
Ninety- t hree questionnaires covering late t ype of plants 
were received from 51 Iowa counties and l Nebraska county. 
Fig. 12 shows graphically t he loeation of t hose cooperati ng in 
the study. One owner had two pl ants . 
Plant size 
The size of a wind electric plant is commonly determined 
\r > ~ 
by the watts r ating of t he plant generator. QUestion l &-oi' 
~, n1r you were buying another f ar"l electri c plant, what 
size ~ wattage , what voltage would you select ? , u vras 
composed to secure information r egarding the s ize plants 
farmers would select if t hey were purchasing another plant. 
Replies to this questionnaire varied considerably. However, 
(' 
' LYO ... 
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38f of those answering the questionnaire expressed a desire for 
a 2500 watt generator . The second largest group, or 18f , in-
dicated that a 1500 watt generator would be satisfactory. The 
rest of the replies varied from a desire for a generator of 
650 watts to one th3t was as large as possible . 
Thirty-nine per cent of t he original plants purchased were 
2500 watt ; 16%, 1500 watt ; 13 . 8%, 1000 watt; nnd 13%, 650 watt 
plants . Remaining plants varied in size from 120 watts to 
5000 watts. 
From the above analysis the assumption can be reasonably 
made that a 2500 watt plant is t he most desirable size of 
plant to purchase , with a 1500 watt plant next desirable . 
Naturally, a much larger plant would be selected if price were 
not a consideration. 
Periods £!: .£!!!.!!! 
s~nce wind electric plants are unable to produce a charg-
ing current unless the wind velocity is of sufficient value , 
there are a number of days in each year in which no energy is 
produced . During these periods t :1e storage battery must have 
suffi cient reserve capacity to supply the needs of the user , 
or the user must conserve on power. Approxitlately 62% of 
those replying to t he question, "Do you take precautions to 
conserve power during low wind periods? ," Fig . 11, indicated 
that precautions ~ere taken. 
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Forty-seven per cent of those answering question 14 of 
Fig. 11 indicated t ha t they had never been w.i.thout power . 
Twenty-five per cent reported a total of 120 power interrup-
tions, aggregating 43 days' tirae (loss of power due to insuffi-
cient wind) out of an operating period of 492 years . Twenty-
eight per cent tailed to give any definite reply. 
Battery size ~ life 
Forty-five per cent of those answering the sixth question 
of the questionnaire (Fig. 11) reported that they bad pur-
chased batteries whose ampere-hour rati ng was between 400 and 
449 ampere-hours. The battery sizes ranged ftom 160 to 880 
ampere-hour. The average s1ze of battery purchased 11Ss approx-
imately 400 ampere-hour. This is considerably larger t han the 
240 ampere ... hour size battery used by farmers as determined by 
the cKibben and Davidson (4) report of 1933. 
Battery life was somewhat lower than that found by 
cKibben and Davidson (4), the average being 5-1/2 years, i.:Jhile 
that found in the previous study was 7 years . The decrease in 
battery life can probably be e xplained by the fact that farmers 
are using considerable more equipment than during the period of 
the previous survey . The two surveys are not directly comparable 
due to t he fact that the former survey covered engine driven 
plants. 
Cost of service for plant operating under ordinary conditions 
The cost of operating a wind electric plant is determined 
-~-
by the depreciation, interest, repair and replacement costs 
of its various parts . 
The average cost for wind electric plants as reported by 
farm cooperators was 430.00 , bat teries 34. 00, and wiring of 
buildings 124.00, • king an average installation cost of 
788.oo. 
Assuming a lif e of 15 years for tower and plant, the 
following yearly c harges \ere determined : 
Dep~eciation of plant 
Depreciation of battery 
Interest cost r 6% 
Repair and replacement of cost , 
oil, et cetera 
Total yearly cost 
$28. 6? 
32 .37 
19.92 
5. 20 
86.16 
The battery depreciation of 32. 37 was determined from 
the reports on battery life and replacement cost of 5- 1/2 
years and $180. oo, r espectively. 
Interest charges 1ere calculated at 6% rate on plant and 
battery. W1r1ng c-0sts were not included in above f igures . 
Repair a nd replacement costs ~ere determined from ansuers to 
questionnaires . 
Equipment operated ~ wind electric plants 
Analysis of the ans ers to question 12 of t he question-
najre (Fig . 11) revealed t hat a total of 38 different uses 
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other than lighting were oade of the energy f rom ind electric 
plants: 
Ni nety-three r er cent had radios , 9~ uashing chines , 
81~ irons, 61% t ool grinders , 62% vacuum sweepers , 48% portable 
motors, 46% motors on cream separatos, 45% shal low well or 
cistern pumps, 40% refrigera tors , 24% deep well pumps , 20% 
toasters, 19% food mixers, 9~ waffle irons , 7% curling irons , 
6% soldering irons, and 5~ percolators . Other uses mentioned 
were sewing machine, electri c heater , floor polisher , moving 
picture machine, bottle washer, churn, fans, ho t pad , furnace 
blower, shaver, fanning mill , milker , battery char ger, drills , 
saws , corn sheller, electric f ences , air compressor , welder , 
grain elevator, and hoist . 
The average number of l i ghts connected was a pproximat ely 
19 in the house, 1 in the _yard , and 8 1n other buildings for 
a total of 28 l ights . 
The appr0ximate size of lamps in the house was 35 watts . 
The approxi mate size of lamps in the yard was 75 watts . 
The a pproximate size of lamps i n other buildings was 
25 watts. 
Twenty of t he replies indicated t hat second-hand engine-
driven plants had been purchased t o supplement t he output of 
the wind charger during months of low wind movement s . 
,.. 
l 
\ 
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Success of wind electric plants ft§. expressed E.Y farm users 
The size of families served by wind electric users 
replying to questionnaire (Fig . 11) varied from 2 to 14 members, 
with an average of 5. 0 . The success of '7ind electric plants 
is demonstrated by the fact that 92% of the oVJilers reported 
that they would purchase wind driven plants if making a secon:l 
selection of farm lighting plants . Four out of the 93 reported 
that they would purchase engine driven plants to supplement 
the wind plant . Only one user was dissatisfied with his plant. 
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THE UTILITY OF THE WIND ELECTRIC PLA1lT FOR THE FARM 
General Description of Various Types and Sizes of Plants 
All of the wind electric plants manufactured in Iol'18. use the 
aeroplane type of propeller. However, these plants vary widely 
as to size or capacity and governing mechanism employed . All 
plants manufactured deliver dir ect current electricity. The 
charging voltage is nor mally 32 volts. A few plants are manu-
factured that generate electricity at 110 volts D.C. A great 
many small 6-volt radio battery chareing wind electric plants 
have been sold in Iowa . The size of generators varies from 
6-volt plants o~ 150 watts output to 32-volt plants of 650 to 
5000 watt s capcity. The majority of the generators are gear 
dri ven; some of them are connected directly to the propeller 
s haft. The direct driven plants are usually those of large 
capacity and heavy construction. 
The greatest difference in wind electric plants seems 
to be in t he oethod used to govern the speed of the plants . 
One manufacturer mounts the plant so t hat it pivots vertically 
out of t he direct pa th of t he wind , en wind velocities are 
too hi gh for safe operation. Another uses variable pitch 
pr opellers that adjust themselves aut omatically to accom-
modate various wind velocities and maintain safe working speeds . 
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Several manufacturers use air scoops incorpora t ed into the 
desi gn of the propeller ; when the speed of the propeller be-
comes dangerously high, these scoops or projections are forced 
out of the body of the propeller blade and act to slow up the 
operation of the plant. Another form of air scoop is also 
employed; it is entirely separate from the propeller. The 
design is that of t wo circular scoops that travel along with 
the propeller. At low wind velocities t hey deflect little or 
no wind. However, as t he speed of t he plant exceeds a pre-
determined value, centrifugal action causes t he governor to 
pivot outward about one end, catching a portion of the air 
that would normally strike t he propeller, dei'lecting it to t he 
center of the propeller; thus, reducing the effecti veness of 
the wind and holding the plant to safe speeds. 
The 6-volt plant has, as indicated above, been used 
chie£ly as a means or charging t he farm radio battery. How-
ever, a number 0£ farmers have also used t his plant to supply 
energy for one or two 6-volt lamps f or light ing purposes. 
The 32 volt, 650 watt generator is used by a number of 
farmers to supply power for lights , washing machine and a 
few small appliances . Its capacity is somewhat limited but 
r ives satisfactory results where no a ttempt is made to use 
larger applian~ee such as refri r erators, hot plates and 
larger motors. The u t i lity and servi ce of 1200 and 1500 watt 
plants is discussed in some detail i n t he following section , 
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"Eneri. y require~ents for the farm and home " 
Energy Requirements for the Farm and Home 
The avera ge monthly energy consumption for Iowa farmers 
served by central station service is now approximately ?O 
K. W. ll . Forty K. W. H. per month have been set by REA cooper-
atives as the minimum amount of electricity purchased . Twenty-
five to fifty per cent of REA members use only t he minimum of 
for ty K .~ . H . per month. 
Forty K . ~ .H. of electricity will provide sufficient energy 
for the average farmer to operate lights, radio, iron, and 
washing r.18.chine . Seventy K.W.H. vlill ordinarily provide 
sufficient energy to operate the above equipment and in 
addition a refriberator, cream separator and possibly a shallow 
well pump supplyinr t he needs of the household . 
Hawthorn(?), an Iowa farmer living in Monona County 
cooperating with the Agricultural Enrineering Department in a 
test of a 1500 watt wind electric plan~ used an average of 51 
K. W. H. per month over t he test period from November 1, 1936 
to October 31, 1937, a total of 615 K.W. H. per year . He 
reported the use of 44 bulbs , rangi ng from 25 to 100 watts , 
for lirhting t he house and barn, a 300 watt flood 11 t, 
electric washing ma.chine, iron, vacuum sweeper, fan, heating 
pad, corn popper, toaster, hot plate and two 1/2 horse per.er 
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motors, one for powering the pressure water syste~ and the 
other for operating a tool and sickle grinder. 
The Hawthorne have since added n radio and r~frigerator 
and nov1 have a monthly con~1lm.pt1on of approxif'lately ?O K. W.H. 
They reported using an Gleetric brooder during May of 1938. 
Replies to questionnaire, Fig. 11, given in t he saction 
on 11A Survey of Wind Electric Pl ants in Use ,1J of this thesis 
indicates that most wind electric plant owners have almost as 
much equipment as reported by Hawthorn. Sixty-two per cent o! 
those replying to the questionnaire reported that they took 
precautions to conser11e power during the month of low wind 
velocity, ordinarily July and August. This analysis seems to 
indicate that the average Boo to 1200 wat.t wind electric plant 
did not f'ully meet the minimum requirements .of users during 
the months of July C).nd August. Hawthorn, using a 1500 watt 
plant, reported that his needs were fully met and that he uas 
not required to conserve power . 
The test of Winebarger model 327 indicates that a farmer 
would need to conserve but little electricity during July and 
August if using only lights, radio, i ron , washer , and other 
normal small household appliances . During the rest of the year 
no saving of power \1ould be needed and considerably more than 1 
the monthly minimum of thirty to forty K.W. H. of energy would 
be available for use. 
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Estimated Annual Energy output of Plant Under Test 
Need for estimating output of plants 
One of the problems facing a prospective purchaser or 
seller of a wind electric plant is the determination of the 
amount of electricity that the plant will produce . The out-
put of any \Tind electric plant is dependent upon its operat ing 
characterist ics and the available f'10\:cr r rom the vrind. 
Most United States Weather Bureaus can give information 
as to the characteristics of the wi nd movement , average hourly 
wind velocities for the year, and daily or monthly miles of 
wind movement . The manufacturer usually has full information 
as to the power (watts) a plant will deliver for an,y given 
~ind velocity. A method of using this information to estimate 
the output of a w.1.nd is given in the following paragraphs of 
this thesis . 
Method of estimating plant output 
Records of instantaneous wind velocities for a large 
period of the test had been secured. The anemometer cups of 
the wind velocity recording equipment had been set up on the 
windmill t oTier at a height approximating tha t of t he propeller 
of the wind electric plant. This arrangement was necessary, 
since any great separation of wind velocity recording equip-
ment and propeller tower would lead to considerable error in 
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measuring the actual velocity of the wind operating the plant. 
Fig . 13 illustrates a portion of one of the wind velocity 
records. A complete record of instantaneous 'dnd velocities 
was obtained for the period of the plant test with the excep-
tion of the month of September. 
Instantaneous records of wind velocity are of little value 
in estimating the energy output of a wind electric plant. The 
chief value of such records was their use in determining the 
output characteristics (voltage and amperes output) of the 
plant for various wind velocities . Curves of 1 and 2, amperes 
output of plant-wind velocity, and voltage output of plant-
wind velocity, are represented in Fig. 4 under t he section on 
test of a l'lind electric plant. It was realized that average 
values of wind movements over a period of time (one or t wo 
hours) might give 1rirormation by which the mergy output of 
the plant might be determined. Accordingly, the instan-
taneous records of wind velocities, illustrated by Fig. 13, 
were averagcl f or each two-hour period of plant operation. 
The method used in averaging these instantaneous readings was 
simple. A straight line was drawn through each two-hour 
period of the variable indicated wind velocity curve; care 
was taken to draw 1t through the center of the irregular 
instantaneous recorded markings. A reading taken from the 
center of this line for the wind velocity record thus con-
sidered gave an approximate average wind velocity for the 
I 
Tl MORE. MO PRINTED IN U.S.A CHART NO. 2097·90 JULIEN P. FRIEZ 6 SONS. BEL FORT OBSERVATO RY. BALTI MORE. MO P 
Fig. 13. Wind Velocity Record 
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period. In Table 9, her ein included , is a record of the two 
hour average velocities for the periods of operation of the 
wind electric plant. Only t hose values of average velocity 
above 12 miles per hour (wind velocities of su!Ticient value 
to produce any energy output of the plant) have been included . 
The next step in estimating t he energy output was that of 
recording the estimatedtatthour output of the pl ant for each 
tvro-hour period of wind velocity, Table 10. The se plant 
ou t puts in watthour values were obtained by referr ing the 
average wind velocity readings as obtained in Table 9 to 
\lRtts output of p1ant-wind Yeloc1ty curve No •. 3 of Fig . 4, 
illustrated under the test of a wind electric plant. Each 
reading t aken from the above curve was doubled in value since 
the effective output of the plant ms estimated to be its 
out put at t he average wind velocity over t he t wo-hour period . 
· Watthour totals . for each monthly test per iod arc also 
included in Table 10. 
Accuracy of estimating plant output 
A cooparison between the actual auount of energy gener-
a tad by t he plant as determined by a watthour meter and the 
est~ted output of t he plant as determined by the method 
described is included in Table 11 (CoLparison Between Recorded 
and Estimated Plant out put) . 
Table 9 
Average Wind Velocit y Record , I or,·a State College 
:12 : ::s : 4 A"t :6 &T: 8 AM :10 aw : p I n 1r:P .U:lO 'P • - ·"' :2 AM :4 :6 A' :P As' : 10 A?J: Noon :1(, p ! : . idni~ht 
J uly 17: . : l/ . 2 :1 :15. 0: 14 . . 
fl H3:13. 5 . :13.5:14. 5: 14 . 5 . . . . . 
II 19: . : 13 . 0 . :15. 0 :13. 5: . . 
" 20:12 . 5 • . 
" 21: . . . . . : . . . . . fl 22: 
" 23: . : 14 . 0 : 13 . 0: . . . . . II 24:12 . 25: :15. 0 : 16. 0 :15. 0:15. 0:14. 0 : 12 . 8 : 13. 5 
ff 25: :10. 6 . :11. 5:13 . 5 :13. 5: 14. 0 • 
" 26:12 . 5 :12 . 5 . :13. 5 : 12 . 25: :13 . 0:13 . 0 : 12 . 5: 
" 2? : . . . . . . . . • . . . II 28 : :20 . 0 . :15. 0 :15. 0 :13 . 0: f . 
°' fl 29 : . : . . w . . . ti 30: . I . 
" 1: . . Aug. 1: . : . . . . . . . 
" 2: : . . . : . . . 
" 3: : 12 . 25: . . ti 4: . . . 13. 5 . . . 
" 5: . . :12 . 5:14. 5:13 . 5 . . . • II 6: . . . • . . 
II 7: . . . . . . 
II 8: . . . . . . . . . . . . 
II 9: . . . . . : 12 . 25: . . . . . . . . 
" 10: . . . . . • . . 
It 11: . :13 . 5 :15. 0:15. 0:12 . 25: . : . . 
fl 12: . . . : . . . 
fl 13: . . :13 . 5 : . . . . 
II 14: . • . . . . . . • . . . 
" 12: 
Aug. 
" 
" II 
" II 
11 
II 
" II 
II 
" 
" 
II 
II 
Table 9 (cont . ) 
:12- :2 A!~ : 4 ~--- :6 AM: 8 A . :10 A:I: : Uoon: 2 P .. : 4 PM : 6 p•J iE p; ' : 10 P: 
:2._A.' :4 M : ( A. : f» A~: :lO Af: l!oon : : 2 p:J : 4 Pr : S Pn : 8 PU:lO PM: !i dnight 
16. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
17: 
18 : 
19: 
20 : 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 
26: 
27: 
28 : 
29: 
:14. 0 
: 
. . 
. • 
:19 . 0 
. . . . 
: . • 
:20. 5:22 . 0 :20. 0 : :18. 0 :18 . 0:18 . 0 . . 
. . 
• • . . . . . . 
:17 . 25: :18 . 0:15. 0:12 . 5 . . 
:12 . 5 :14. 0 
:14. 0 
. • : 
: 14. 0 : 12. 5: 
: 12 • 2 5 : 12. 2 5: : . . 
:14. 0 : 13. 0 :: 13 . 0 :13 . 0 :12 . 5 
. . 
. . . . 
: . 
. . . • 
. . 
. . 
. . 
!16 . 0 : 13. 0 
30: : : : :13 . 0: :: 13 . 0:14 . 0 :13. 0 
. • . . . . 
. . . . 
. . 
. . 
: 
: 
: . . 
: 
: . . . . . . 
: 
" 31: __ _ __;_ -- --- : : : : : :13 . 0 : 
0ct . 
II 
ti 
II 
II 
II 
II 
" 
" II 
tt 
1: 
2 : 
3: 
. . 
4 :14. 0 :15.5 
5: 12. 25: 
6:13 . 0 
7: 
8 : 
9: 
10: 
11 : 
. . 
: 
. . . . 
:12 . 5 
:14. 5:17 . 5 :19 . 5 . . . . 
:13 . 0 :19. 0:19 . 5 :l?. O 
. . 
. . . . . . 
. . : 13 . 0 . • . . 
. . : 
::14. 0:16 . 0:12 . 5 
: :16 . 0 : 14. 5:12 . 5 
:14. 0:16 . 0:12 . 25: 
: :15. 0 :15. 0: . . 
:13 . 5:12 . 5: . . . . . .. : : 1 
. . 
. • 
. . . . . . 
: 
:13 . 5: . • 
: 
. • 
. . 
• . 
. . 
. . 
14. 0 
13 .? 
12 . 25 
12 
Nov . 3: : : : :~-- - -- - - -- - -=------ -- - :: -----= -- ------ - :1-4--~ -5 : : : 14. 0 
II 4:15. 0 :13 . 5 : ! :14. 5 :20. 0 ! :20. 5:18 . 0:19 . 0 :20. 0:20. 0 : 20. 0 
11 5: 19. 5 : lR • 0 : 16._5 : 15'. 0: l6. 0 __ : 15 . O : _: 14. Q: 1_4 ,5:l5_. Q_m:l2 .5: ____ :_ 12 .5_ 
I 
t 
Table 10 
Plant Watthours O~tput (cal culated), I owa State College Record 
Date : . idnight:2 A'i1:4 AU: 6 AM:8 AM: l O AM : : Noon:2 PI.1 : 4 PU: 6 PIJ : 8 PM:lO PM : Totals 
: 2 AH : 4 ATJ : 6 AM : 8 AU:ID All:l2 Noon: : 2 Pi! : 4 Pt1 : 6 FM: 8 PM:lO P1 ~ : ~1idniRht: 
July 17: : : : : : 1314 : : 1596: 1596: 115'0: 348 : 789: 6~7 i 7 ,460 
ti 18; 348 : : : : : : : ~48: 667: 66?: : : : 2 ' 030 
II 19: : : : : : 208 :: 90 : 348: : : : :l,345.1 
" 20: 103. 1 . . . • • . . . • . . . . 103 .1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . n 21: . . : . . •• . . . • . . . • • .. . • • . • 
II 22-: : . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 
n 23 : : : . : . ; 525 : : 208 : : : . . . 733 . . . • 
II 24: 34. 1 • . . : 789: 1040 :: 789: 789: 525: : 185: 348 :4,504 . l . . . 
n 25: : : . : 275: .. : 525: 1040: • J4-,,: 525 :7 ,713 . . . 
II 26: 103 : 103: : : 348: 3~5: : : 208 : 208 : : 1041 :l ,111 
n 27 : . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . I II 28: 
= 
:1900: . : 1290 : :1290 : 280: . • ; 14 . 760 °' • . • ti 29 : . : . . . . . . . . t , . \J1. . . . . . . . . . . . I 
II 30: . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • 
It 31: • . . : . . . : 103: . • . . . • . .. . . . . • . 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 
Aur . 1: . . 35: . : .. . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • 
II 2: . : . • . . . : • • • . . . . . . .
" 3: . 35: . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . fl 4 : . . . • . • • . : . • . 350 . . . • . • • . . . . n 5: . . • . . :: 104: 667: 348: . • . . . . . . . 
fl 6: . . . • : . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . 
fl 7: . . . . • . . : • . • . : . . . . . . . . . . . 
ti 8: . : . . • . . . . . . ~ . . . . • . . . • . . • . 
II 9: . : . . • . . . . 35: . . . 35 . . . . .. . . • . • 
II 10: : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
n 11 : . . . . J 348 :: 789: 789: 35': • . :1,961 . . . . . • 
II 12 : . • . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . .
II 13: • : • : 348: . . . . . . : . . . . . . . • • . 
" 14: . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . u 15': • . . . . . . • : . . • -~-- . . • . . .. . . • . 
Table 10 ( cont . ) 
Date - !lli.dnfght-!2 AU:4 ALI:6 A:.~ :8 A.M: l O ALC ::Nooni2 Pll:4 PM':6 p·1:8 PMilO PU :Totals 
:2 All :4 AJ,f: ~_AI'(! :8_ .AM_:lfl_ A.N_:l2Ji oon: : 2 PMt4 _PM:6_J>M:8 Ptf :10PM: 4lidni~ht: 
Aug. i b : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
fl 17 . • . • : . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
" 18 : ; 525:16?0:19?6:2186': 1880 ::1504: 15'04: ?89: : : : 12 , 034 
" 19 : : : : : : 1314 ::1040: 789: 348: : : : 3 , 491 
" 20: : : : : : : : : : : : : t 
" 21: : : : : 103.~ 525 ! : 525: 103A : : : : 1 ,25'? 
" 22 : .; • • • • 52r:: • • • • • .. • • 52r:: • • •. • • :I • • • • • • • • .,,, 
ti 23 : : : : : 35: 35 : : : : : : : : 70 
" 24 : : : : : 525: 208 : : 208: 208 : 104: : : : 1 , 253 
II 25: : : : l 667 : 1150 : ! t % % : : % 1 , 817 
1f . 26. ~ . . : . . . • . . . • . . . •' . . . . . . . . 
" 2?. . . • • . . . . • . . . • '    . .  .  . .    .
n 28 • • • • • • • • : • • • : • ~ 
• • • 4 9 • " " • • • • V' 
" 29 • • " • • • • • •1040• 240• • • • 1 280 I . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ,. 
fl 30 : : : : : 240: : : 240: 540 : 240: : : : 1 , 260 
u 31 • .. • • . . . . 240• • • • . • 240 .  .. .    . . . . .  .
Total : : : : : : :: : : : : : :27 1110 
Oct. 1 : : : : : : i: : : : : : : 
fl 2· . . . . . . . : . . . . i 
" 3; ; ; ; ; ; 104 ; ; 525:1040; 104; ; 348; 525 : 2 , 646 
It 4 : 525 : 916: : 667:1 3?0: 1?84 : : 1040: 667: 104: : : 436 : 7 , 5'09 
fl 5: 35 : : : : : : : : : : : : : 35 
" 6 : 208 : : 208:16?0:1784: 1296 : : 525:1040 : 35: : : : 5, 666 
H ? : : : : : : 208 : ; 789: 789: 1 : t 35 : 1 , 821 
II 8• ~ • • : : • • • • • • • • . . . . .. . . . . . .
" 9: : : : : : : t 348 : 173 : : : : : 521 
" 10: : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
ti 11 : : : : I : : : : 208 : : : : 104 : 312 
Tota l • • : . • • • . • . • • • • 18 110 . .  . . .  .  . . . . , 
Nov. 3: : : : : : : : : : 9~2: : : 5'25' : 1 , 92 
" 4 : 789 : 348: : : 667: 1880 : :1976:1''?4 t.·7~ 1;1880:1880: 1880 i l4 , 474 
" 5: 1784 : 1504: 1150: 789:1040: 789 :: 525: 6t:'/! '/891 104: : 104 : 9 ,245 
11 6· . . : : . . . . . • . . : . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
t1 7 · · · end· • • · • · · · • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Total : : : : : : : : : : : _ _ __: __ ~ ___ _!_ _ :24 t911 
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Table 11 
Comparison Bet ween Recorded and 
Esti mated Plant Output 
. Period:Recorded:Estimated . 
Month . :of test: K. \V, H. : K,W. H, 
• . • . • .
July :14 days: 24 • 24.56 . 
• t • • • 
August :31 days: 29.5 . 27, 11 . 
• : • . . 
October: l l days: 19.3 • 18.51 • . • . • • . 
Nov. :l_l daY,s: 23 . l : 24, 91 -• . • • . • 
Tot al :67 days: 95,9 • 95, 09 • . . . • 
The estimated output for t)le 67 days of' the test period 
over which wind velocity records were kept was 95,09 K.W. H. 
The actual measured output was 95.9 K. W. H. The error in 
estimating was less than one per cent, 
Use QI. U. S,D.A, Weather Bureau record§ 
The r esults of estimating t he output of a wi nd electr ic 
plant as described above indicate that this method is reason-
ably accurate . The above method of estimating the outpu t of a 
wind electri c plant ~as applied to data on wi nd velocities 
supplied by t he U. S. D.A. Weather Bureau s tation at Des Moines , 
Iowa. 
The wind velocity records as obtained during t he test of 
the wind electric plant at Ames and as obtained from the 
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U.S . D. A. \ eather Bureau wore determined by different tJPeS of 
instrlltlents . Values of average wind velocity ; ·ere obtained by 
t he nethod explained in the section on "IJethod of estioating 
plant output." The Des Moines record of average wind velocity 
was obtained by dividing the miles of wind iove .ent per hour 
by each hourly period. This r::ethod gives an average hourly 
\'/ind velocity similar to the method used in averaging the 
instantaneous vdnd velocity values as applied in this thesis . 
Both methods give only relative average values for tho periods 
considered, hence no relatively accurat e correlation of 
instrUI!lent action need be considered , provided both instruments 
are accurately calibrated. Ti e instrument used at I owa State 
was new and in good condition and U. S .D. A. instruments are 
necessarily kept in accurate calibration. 
The average hours of various rnnd velocities, Table 12, 
supplied by the Des lloines Weather Bureau furnished the basis 
for nonthly and annual estimates of tho t.ilo\•1att hour output 
of the Wincharger, model 327. 
Table 13 is a compilation of t he monthly outputs for the 
wind electric plant based on t he hourly frequency of periods 
of wind velocity above 12 miles per hour . 
These monthly output estimates nre as follows: January 
110, February 15'5 , .rtarch 130, April 170, :ay 110, June 55 , 
July 50, Aurust 30, September 50, October 90, November 120, 
and Dece.1ber 80 kilowat t hours. This is a total of 1100 K. \, . II . 
' 
Table 12 
U. S.D.A. Weather Bureau , Des Moines, !OTIS., Data 
Average Hours of Various Wind Velocities - 5-Year Average ' 1932-36 
Wind . . . . • • • . . . 
velocities:Jan : Tar : June:Jul :Au 
10 7 0 • 3 3 7 . 2 • • . • 
11 • 57 • 57 . : 59 • 53 • 50 : 52 46 : 55 :54 . . • . • 
12 47 • 52 .. :51 45 41 38 40 :47 :44 . . 
13 39 48 : :42 . 35 . 33 • 26 34 :41 :36 . . .
14 31 42 . :35 • 28 27 18 : 2? :35 :29 • . 
15 • 24 • . 36 : :28 • 21 22 : 13 . 21 :28 :24 • . . • . 
16 . :(9 . : 30 : :22 15 . 16 . 10_ : 14 :22 :18 . . . .. 
ti • 15 . 26 . :16 . 11 • 10 . 7 10 :15 :14 . . . • . . : 12 . • 22 :12 . 8 6 4 ? :12 :10 • . . • 19 . 10 . 18 : g . 5 • 4 . l 4 8 . • ? °' • • . . . . • '° 20 . 6 • . 15 . : 4 2 . 1 . 2 . 5 : . 5 I . . • . . . . • 
21 . 5 . 12 : . 3 :1/2 . 1 . 1 : 1 : 3 . 3 • . . . . . 
22 . 4 • : 7 • 3 :l/2 • 1/3: 0 . 3/4 : 2 . . • • • . . 
23 . 3 8 : 3 : 1/2 . 1/3: 0 . 6: 1 . 6 : . . 
24 . 3 . 7 . 3 :1/2 1/3: 0 . . 6: • • . . 
25 3 . 7 . 3 :1/2 1/ 3: 0 : . 6 : . . 
26 3 ~ • . 3 :1/2 . 1/ 3: 0 . . 6: • . • . 27 • 3 • 3 :1/2 : 1/3: 0 . . 6: . • • 
28 • 3 . ? . = 3 :1/2 . 1/3: 0 •. 6: . • . • 29 2 3 7 . 3 :1/2 1/3: 0 . 6: • 
30 • 3 . ? • . 3 :1/ 2 . l/3z 0 . . 6: • . . . . • 
31 . 3 . . 7 : 3 :1/2 1/3: 0 : . 6: .. . . 
32 0 • . 0 . . . : . . . • . . . . . . . 
Table 13 
Estimated Kilowatt Hours Generated by Use of Des 1'oines Data, 
U.s .D. A. leather Bureau, 1932- 36 
; K. i . Hra . : 
find : per hr. : 
velocitr: senerated: Jap. 
i : : : : J 
Fehr : Mar. : April : az : June : Ju,l.y : ,,ug. : Sept . :Get . : t{ov. =Dec • 
13 
ll+ 
i~ 
16 
17 
18 
19 
.104 
.263 
. 395 
. 520 
.64a 
. 752 
. 835 
.~40 
: 1.015 
: s : : : ' : : : 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
1 .093 : 
1.169 
4. 06: 4. 36: 5.00: 5. 00: 4. 36: J. 64: J . 44: 2, 71: J . 54: 4,27t 3.96a J.7; 
a.15: 9.20: 11.05: 11.05: 9. 20: 7. 'J/J: 7 .10: 4. 73: 7.10: 9. 20: S.40: 7. 63 
9. 50: ll .07: 1.4. 2J: 14.23: 11.07: a.~: S.70: 5.14: 8.40:11.07: 10.26: 9. ,:> 
9. 88: 11.95: 15.60: 14.05: ll .43: ?. 80: 8. 32: 5. 20: 7. 28:11.43: 11 .43: 9.37 
9.73: 10.35: 16.85: 11 . 651 10. 35: 7.1J: 6. 4B: 4. 54: 6.48: 9.73: 11.00: 9. 08 
9.04: 9. SO: 16. 55: 11. 28: 9.04: 6.02: 4. 52~ 3.00:5. 27 : 9.04: 9.80: 7. 52 
8.35: B.35: 15.00: 10.83: 7. 50: 4.17: J.34: 0.84: 3.35: 6 . 681 7. 50: 5. 3 
5.64: b.46: 14.10: ll . 29: 5.64: J. 76: l . SS: 0.94: 1 .88: 4.70: 6. 59: 4. 70 
5. 08: o.12: 12.19: 10. 15: 3. 04: U. 51: 1 .02: 1. 02; 1 . 02: J . Q4.: 5.08: 3.04 
4.38: 7.66: 7.66: 7.66: 3.2G: 0. 55: 0. 36: 0 . 00: 0.82: 2.19: 3.83: 2. 19 
3. 50: 5.84: 9.35: 5.84: 3. 50: 0. 5S: 0. 39: 0.00: 0.70: 1.87: ) . 85: l . 52 
3. 69: 7. 'j9t 8. 60: 7.39: J .69: 0.62: 0.41: 0.00: 0 . 74: 1.97: L~ . 07: 1.60 
3.89: ? .78: 9.09: 6.48: J . 89: 0.65: 0.43: 0.00: 0.78; 2. Cf'/: 4.28: 1.69 
4.05: 6.75: 9.45: 6.75: 4. 05: o.6S: 0.4S: 0.00: O.Sli 2.16: 4.45: 1. 76 
4.20: 7.bo: lJ. .20: 8.40: 4. 20: 0.70: 0.46: 0.00: O. S4: 2.24: 4, 62: 1. 82 
4.40: S.80t 10.22: 7. 32: 4.40: 0.73: 0.48: 0.00! 0.88: 2. 34: 4.83: 1.91 
4. 52: 7. 53: 10. 52: 7-53: 4 . 52: 0. 75: 0. 50: 0.00: 0. 90~ 2. 41: 4.96: 1. 96 
4.63i 7. 72: lo. so: 1.12: 4.63: o.77s 0.51: o.oo: o. 9J: a .47: s.10: 2. 05 
4.77: 7-95: lJ. .12: 7.95, 4.77, o.ao: 0 . 53: o.oo: o.96: 2. 54: 5.25: 2. 07 
: 1.230 
1. 29, 
: 1--350 
29 
30 : 
.3l 
Uonthly : 
Tot.al 
r.w.H. : 
1 .400 
1.462 
1 . 505 
1. 542 
1. 590 
Fioo.l estimate 
: : : : : : : ! : : ' : 
:lll. 46:156.08:128. 5S:l72. 56:112. 56:55. 52:49.J2:28. l2:52.68:91. 42:119. 26:7S. 99 
:110 2155 :130 :170 :llO :55 :50 :~ :50 :90 :120 :80 
I 
'l 
0 
I 
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estimated annual output . Assuming a battery efficiency of 75%, 
the total available usable annual output of t he plant is A25 
K. W. H. 
The 825 K. r; . II . estimated output for t he Winchareer 'Plant 
.o . 327 could be real ized only if the plant operated continu-
ously. This is not t ho natural othod of operating a wind 
electric plant in farn use . The plant is normally turned out 
of t :1e wind vlhen wi nd vcloci ties arc high ( ? 5 to 30 miles per 
hour) in order to pr otect t he plant against excessive woar and 
possible da nage. 
No atte~pt has been ~Ade to co 1pare t he ostioated monthly 
output of t he plant based on t~e dnta supplied by t he Des 
Hoines ·.cather Bureau with t he actual measured output of the 
plant . Th o vrind velocity figures supplied by t he \leather 
Buroau are for t he five-year average of t he years 1932- 36 ; 
t herefor e , no direct c ompar i son is possible . However, it is 
interesting to ~ote t hat t , e out ut of t he plant a s estimated 
for August is 30 K.W. II. , t he same a s t hat actual l y measured in 
t he plant test . Septe~ber and Oc t o tler est ir.iatcd out puts are 
considerably higher t han t hat neasured a t Ames \1hen aki ne the 
·plant test . A study of wind velocity r ecords f or Amos , Table 
9 , a' d Vea t her Bureau veloci t .r records f or Des :.foines , Table 12 , 
indicates tha t consi derabl y hi gher r i nd velocities are usually 
prevailing during Sep tembor and October t han those e~erienccd 
in 1940. \,ind movenent r ecor ds taken at t he Agronooy .1. arm, 
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Iowa Sta te College, indi cate that the total miles of wind move-
ment for September and October, 1940, was approximately 25% 
less than that for the four- year average of 1936, '37, •38, and 
• 39 . 
Cost of Energy from Wind Electric Plants 
The annual yearly cost of owning and operating a wind 
electric plant as determi ned from the results of the question-
naires sent to users of plants is gi ven as $86.16. This is an 
average monthly cost of $7.18 , or a cost of approximately 18 
cents per K. W. H. when the us e is 40 K.W. H. per month and 
approximately 7 cents per K.W. Il . when t he use is 100 K.W.H. 
per month. The average cost will be approxi.mately 10 cents 
per K .~. H. when t he use is 70 K. W.H. per mont h, the present 
average annual consumption for Iowa. 
Recommenua tionsfor Rating Wind Electric Plants 
The Author of t his thesi s feels that present methods of 
rating wind electric plants are unreliable and misleading . 
For example , a given wind electric plant rated at 1000 watts 
may deliver t he output rating of t he plant at 20 miles per 
hour wind velocity. A second plant of t he same rating may 
generate 1000 watts a t a wind velocity of 15 miles per hour . 
Obviously, the second plant is superior t o t he first plant , ~t 
the average purchaser is not aware of t he differe~e and 
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considers that the plants have similar generating capacities . 
anufacturers of wind electric plants would benefit 
mutually if a standardi zed method of r a ting plants were adopted . 
An unbiased authority or s tandardization committee should be 
appointed and given authority to rate wind electric generators 
either on the basis of watts for different wind velocities , 
or estimated kilowatt hour output. 
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DISCUSSION 
A study of t he foregoing sections of this thesis should 
convi nce even t he casual reader that a complete study of all 
types of wind electric plants would i ndeed be a very involved 
and lengthy procedure. However, the Aut hor of t his thesis 
feels that he has ~ade some progress in determining: 1st, the 
type of performance to be expected rrom a contemporary wind 
electric plant; 2nd, considerable general information regard-
ing operating cost and success of a number of plants; 3rd, a 
simple and quickly applied method of estimating plant output; 
and, 4th, suggest ions regarding a oethod of rating plants so 
that performance comparison can be made between various 
manufacturers' products. 
It is believed that the industry would profit consider-
ably from the suggestions made therein. For example, customers' 
confidence could be gained if all plants could be rated on a 
comparable basis. ltuch of the present trend for a salesman 
to sell his product by citing its excellence compared to that 
of a competit or's plants could be avoided. In its place could 
arise a plan of selling plants on t he basi s of comparing them 
to standards of t he industrJ . The i ndustry could also well 
afford to take steps tovra.rd developing plant s t hat will 
generate energy in lower wind velocities. The present efforts 
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of the testing depart~ent of one oanuf acturer deserves mention. 
The engineers of this company are experimenting T:'i.th large 
propellers designed to operate at considerable lower wind 
velocities than those that they now manufacture. These propellers 
will be governed so as to operate in wind velocities of approx-
imately 7 to 15 ~iles per hour. Such plants should produce 
considerable energy in months of low wind movement and might do 
much to reduce the need for c onserving power during these months. 
In view of the fact that a large per cent of those answer-
ing the questionnaire (Fig. 11) reported they were using 
generators of 2500 watt capacity, some value could be added to 
the present investigation if a f'ull report on plants of this 
size were included in this thesis . · 
Th~ cooperation given by the Winchargar Corporation and 
offers of cooperation from other c.anuf'acturers were an 
inspiration and cause the Author of this thesis to urge that 
Iooo State College continue to cooperate with the industry in 
every possible canner. 
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The Wincharger model 327 delivered it s rating of 1200 
watts capacity in \'rl.nd velocities of 23 . 5 miles per hour •. The 
plant began to deliver current to the battery in wind veloc1-
t1eo of 12 miles per hour. 
l'he Winebarger model 327 plant reached peak operating 
eff1cienc1ea of 61% in wind velocities of 19.6 miles per hour. 
The propeller developed its highest effici ency ln 1dnd 
velocities of 16 miles per hour, deriving 43. 6% of the theoret-
ical possible power from the wind. 
Losses in t he transmission line between t he generator and 
batteries varied from 4 to 12% of the generator output for 
wind veloc1 ties of 14 to 22 miles per hour. This l oss CCluld 
be reduced 40/t or fron 2.4 to 7.2% for t he same operating 
conditions if a number 4 conduc t or were used in place of the 
nu:::tber 6 conductor. 
The wind velocity indicating records showed that the 
velocity of the wind vms constant:ty changing. Variat:i.ons in 
velocity .from 5 to 10 mj. les pel' hour in 1nter-vals of a row 
seconds ere common. 
Sixty-two per cent of those answering the question, "Do 
you t ake precautions to conserve po\/er during low wind 
periods?" indica ted t hat precau tions were taken. The months 
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of July and August were indicated as periods in which it was 
necessary to take precautions to conserve power. 
The average annual repair and replacement cost for a wind 
electric plant was found to equal approximately $5.20 annually. 
This i s 1.2% of the averago first cost of a pl~'11.t as deter-
mined from the results of a summary of replies to ques tion-
naire {Fig. 11). 
Replies to t he questionnaire gave the f ollowing desired 
sizes of generator: 2500, 15'00, 1000, and 650 watt given in 
order of the preference expressed. 
Batteries used by farmers were found to range from 160 
to 880 amper€ hour capacity. The size of the average mttery 
purchased was 400 ampere hour . 
The average annual cos t of owning and operating a i nd 
electric plant was $86.16. This f igure is similar to that 
reported by McKibben and Davidson (4). 
Thirty-eight different uses other than light were made of 
the energy from wind electric plants. Vind electric owners 
replyj.ng to t he questionnaire have and presumably use a bout the 
same amount ot household and small farm equipment(water pumps 
and shop equipment) as patrons of central station electric 
service plants. The average customer of a rural service power 
line company uses 70 kilowatt hours of electricity per month. 
ind electric owners can thus be assumed to need a similar 
amount of power. On the basis of estimated power output varying 
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from 30 to 170 K.W. H. and averaging 68 K. W.H. per month, a user 
of a 1000 to 1200 watt wind charger would need to conserve power 
during the months or July and August and possibly during the 
months of June and September. 
The success of wind electric plant~ is demonstrated by the 
fact t hat 92% of the ownars reported that they would purchase 
wind driven plants if making a second selection of farm light-
ing plants. 
The power output of a wind electric plant can be estimated 
with considerable accuracy by use of data available at the 
u.s.D.A. Weather Bureau s tations. Estimates of power output 
from the wind electric plant tested comparo favorably to 
recorded outputs (Table 11). 
The prf'!sont ethod of rating wind electric plants i s 
unreliable. ind plants should be rated on the basis of watts 
output far various operating wind velocities or estimated enPrgy 
output determined by the u.s .D.A. ~eather Duraau records for 
the given locality in which the plant is to operate. 
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cor:c r~USI ONS 
1. Tho Winchargor model 327 wns des1gnod to operate at maximum 
efficiency in wind volocity of approximately 20 miles per 
hour. 
2. Transmission line losses for the Wincharger plant model 32? 
reached 10% of t he generator output when the plant was 
operating in wind velocities of approximately 20 miles per 
hour. 
3. The majority of users of wind electric plants (62%) report 
that use of energy must be limited during months of July 
and August. 
4. Repair and replacement costs for the 93 cooperators reply-
ing to the wind electric questionnaire were 1.2% of t he 
first cost of the average plant. 
5. A 2500 watt generator was chosen by 38% of the farmer s 
replying to t he questionnaire as the most desirable size 
generator, with the 1500 watt size receiving second choice, 
1000 watt third choice, and 650 watt fourth choice. 
6. Average size of t he battery in use in 1940 was approxi-
mately 400 ampere hour, which i s 40% larger than the 240 
ampere hour battery commonly used i n 1930. 
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7. Average battery life as reported 1n 1940 was 5-1/2 years . 
8. The estimated average annual cost of owning and operating 
a plant, based on the survey of 93 users, was $86. 16, 
which is about the same figure reported in previous 
studies. 
9. .A.t!lount and type of equipment used by wind electric plant 
owners is very similar to that of customers receiving 
service from central station electric lines. 
1 0 . Ninety-t wo per cent of those answering questionnaires 
reported wind electric service was highly satisractory. 
11. The output of wind electric plants can be estimated satis-
factorily by use of U. S.D. A. Weather Bureau records. 
12. Manufacturers ot wind electric plants are using methods 
of rating (generator size in watts) that are of little 
value to either the customer or manufacturer . 
13. Standardized rating methods based on generator output 
(watts) for a specific wind velocity or annual plant 
output based on local Weather Bureau reports should be 
adopted. 
14. The estimated annual output for Winebarger Delux model 
327 was 1100 K.W. H. for Central Iowa. The effective usa-
ble output with a battery efficiency of 75% was 825 K. W.H. 
The lowest monthly estimate was 30 K.W.H. for August with 
the highest 170 K.W.H. f or April. 
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